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Cris Williamson, Boulder Theater, Boulder, April 15, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Singer-songwriter Cris Williamson had some very strong help in celebrating the 30
th

 anniversary 

of the release of her landmark women’s music album, “The Changer and the Changed,” with her 

current tour that stopped at the Boulder Theater on April 15. Joining her on stage in Boulder 

were Barbara Higbie, Teresa Trull and Vicki Randle, all accomplished women musicians in 

themselves. 

 

In fact other than a pair of tunes from Williamson at the beginning and end, the rest of the first 

set was given over to featuring each of her compatriots. The second set, as promised, was a 

reading of the entire “Changer” album, Higbie, Trull and Randle adding impassioned backup to 

Williamson’s still inspiring songs. 

 

Now, if this were a “regular-type” artist, a fan might be disappointed. After all, Williamson was 

the initial draw and it could have seemed kind of cheap to offer such a limited amount of her 

material. As Williamson herself said during the show, she has written a lot more music than the 

“Changer” and a fuller retrospective would have been appropriate. Also, that these women have 

been touring together so much recently created a gregarious atmosphere among the performers 

that resulted in a lot of laughing and kidding over inside jokes and, well, whatever else came up. 

This tended to eat up more time, making less space for music- Williamson’s or anybody’s. 

 

But this was not a “regular-type” artist. More than a musician, Williamson is a cultural icon 

whose strength goes beyond just writing and performing songs. Her music itself- songs crafted to 

easily accommodate the addition of other voices- is an invitation to sing along. But further, her 

personality is warm and humorous and at the Boulder Theater it seemed just as important to 

spend time listening to the artist muse about love and aging in between songs as it was to hear 

those great emotive tracks from the past. At least the Boulder audience seemed to think so, 

greeting just about anything Williamson and company said with whoops, laughs and cheers. 

 

The jokes about Williamson’s age- referring to herself as “grandma” and trading comments with 

the other performers about being a mature woman with such problems as “losing nouns”- seemed 

superfluous and even kind of tedious, because when the quartet got down to making music, there 

didn’t seem to be an age problem at all. However, this line of commentary seemed to resonate 

with the crowd, who mostly appeared to be longtime fans themselves, and they laughed along. 

 

All that said, however, the show at the Boulder Theater was an excellent showcase of women’s 

music, above and beyond the “Changer” theme. Higbie served as the multi-talented instrumental 

anchor for the evening, playing violin, grand piano and keyboards, as well as adding plenty of 

vocals. Her communication with longtime collaborator Trull, whose striking looks, strong voice 

and perky personality remained center stage for the entire show, was well-honed and very 

effective. Randle- who added vocals to the original “Changer” album- was also a superb vocalist 



and at times kicked some of the songs into a kind of soulful ecstasy. Each woman shined brightly 

whenever featured. 

 

But this was Williamson’s show initially and what finally happened was that Higbie, Trull and 

Randle trained their considerable talents on filling out and enriching Williamson’s “Changer” 

material. Not only did this make for great, dynamic versions of the songs, but it also made it 

easier for the audience to join in. Who wouldn’t want to sing along to touching, meaningful 

music that was being presented in a vibrant way? 

 

While Williamson’s voice remained strong throughout the second set- still very haunting and 

effective on the deeper tunes such as “Wild Things” and “One of the Light”- and her “backup 

band” was right on the money- this music wasn’t complete until the audience stood and swayed 

together to “Sister.” And that really becomes the point- that the music becomes a reason to come 

together and share the moment. This sharing then supersedes the music itself. 

 

Williamson and company accomplished their mission, even with the rather relaxed pace of the 

presentation. This wasn’t just a concert but a big group hug, meaningful as much for its 

emotional value as for its musical value. The crowd soaked it up fully and when the performers 

left the stage and quickly reappeared at the product table in the lobby to sign merchandise, there 

was an excited crush of fans crowding the area- proof that once again Williamson’s vision of 

music for, by and with women had been fulfilled. 


